
PACKAGING BEST 
PRACTICE
Introduction 
A. SCOPE: 

Packaging is the last but often most-overlooked step in the brewing process even though it is the step where quality 
can go astray most easily. The following checks are common in most breweries and placed (subjectively) in order of 
descending priority. 

Before embarking on implementing a packaging quality program its integral to have sound hygiene and preventative 
maintenance programs in place. Both will underpin all other activities that take place and if not established, easily 
falls down the priority list. 

Creating a culture of quality in your team is imperative to success when it comes to making great products. A 
common vision of what you want to achieve it key. You can achieve this through creating clear written procedures 
and providing comprehensive training.  

B. FOOD SAFETY: 
The tests below are often necessary to ensure that the final product is safe to consume, but you should perform your 
own risk assessments to determine what is necessary at your brewery.

• Rinsing: Rinsers exist to remove foreign objects from the bottle/can prior to filling. The critical aspects of this 
process are water pressure and contact area. Both are key to ensure sufficient rinsing. A good failsafe is to 
interlock your water pressure, but a routine visual inspection is also important. TIP: challenge test your process 
by creating a dummy package with foreign material in but be sure to isolate it from real production! 

Bottle Rinsing 

• Broken glass management: Bottle fillers are a potential hazard for broken glass. Ensuring that you have a clear 
procedure in place on how to manage any breakages will help eliminate the possibility of shards entering other 
bottles. TIP: Consider having covers over the in-feed and out-feed to prevent broken glass deflecting into other 
packages. Installing an interlock which counts bottles in and out prevents breakages from being missed. 

• Intact in-line strainers: In-line strainers/ filters used prior to filling ensure no foreign objects can enter the 
finished product. Checking that they are intact at the start of each run is important. Inspecting them at the end 
can also give a good indication of any issues that may exist further up the process e.g. degrading seals, metal to 
metal contact points. 

• Conductivity or pH: Breweries ubiquitously use CIP systems. Chemical contamination is a high risk in brewing. 
Take a baseline measurement on your finished beer tank for comparison during packaging. Take the pH of your 
first off package and compare to your baseline. A deviation of +/-0.2 indicates there may be some chemical 
present. TIP: Ensure that you maintain standards of pH 4 and 7 and verify your pH meter against these daily.
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pH meter and standards 

• Hygiene: Most smaller breweries don’t pasteurise. Thus, hygiene is paramount. Although beer is a relatively safe 
beverage it does however spoil easily. Where the line is used to do more susceptible products like cider, hygiene 
is vital. A routine swabbing program can be implemented using either ATP swabs or microbiological sampling 
and plating. ATP swabs will give an immediate result vs microbiological testing which can take anywhere from 
24hrs to 5 days. 

ATP Swabbing 

C. Legislation: 

• Traceability: Without solid traceability practices in place you may end up needing to recall every single package 
during a recall. Being able to reliably distinguish between batches of your product is important. This also helps 
when investigating consumer complaints. Coding your products with a resilient best before date or date of 
manufacture achieves this. Establishing frequent visual checks to validate the code is correct and legible are 
important. 

• Alcohol-by-volume: The Australian Tax Office sets out clear guidelines on how alcohol must be measured and 
reported. It ranges from the use of hydrometers to the use of sophisticated meters able to measure alcohol 
directly, and it can be measured either in the header vessel/ bright beer tank or from the final package. As a 
responsible supplier of alcohol, it is incumbent upon you to represent the alcohol content in your products 
accurately. 

• Fill volume: The National Measurement Institute governs how pre-packaged goods must comply with its 
labelled volume and how this is assessed. In breweries, this is most commonly done by weight which must 
account for the specific gravity of the liquid. If manufacturing under the Minimum Quantity Weight System (MQS) 
the average volume of your entire batch must be equal to or more than the volume that is declared on the 
packaging. No one package can contain less than 95% of the declared volume. Implementing checks at an 
adequate frequency is important; as is the sample size tested. TIP: When setting up a sampling regime consider 
the number of filling heads – try and make sure you capture all of them during the run. 

D. PRIMARY QUALITY: 

• Can Seam checks:  Seams are a common source of failure and they can be checked manually by teardown using 
a snips, a micrometer and a set of Vernier callipers. TIP: there are great videos on YouTube on how to do this. 
There are more sophisticated means to examine seams at a moderate cost; that use fine saws and imaging 
technology. TIP: You can obtain the seaming specifications you require from your can supplier.
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Micrometer 

• Crown check: To check for an adequate seal the “Crimp” should be measured. The crimp is the diameter of the 
crown after it has been applied to the bottle. This can be most simply measured by using a ‘go-no-go’ gauge: a 
bar or rings with holes of calibrated sizes for the bottles to pass through. For twist-top bottles, the torque can 
also be measured to ensure it is adequately tightened whilst not too difficult to undo. 

GO-NO Gauge & Torque Testing 

• Pressure check: The seal on the package can be validated by increasing its internal pressure to that which it is 
deemed to be able to withstand. There are instruments that achieve this using air pressure, which for safety 
reasons, is done in a water bath. 

Vent Pressure Testing 

• Dissolved oxygen: DO has a significant impact on the shelf-life of beer. Measuring it at each step of the brewing 
process is important, and packaging is typically the largest contributor. This can be through pickup into the 
actual product as it enters the package or remaining in the headspace of the package after it is filled. Total 
Package Oxygen (TPO) can be calculated, but a simpler comparison between unshaken and shaken dissolved 
oxygen can often be more informative. Specific, finely-calibrated oxygen meters are required. 
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O2 Analysers 

E. SECONDARY QUALITY: 

• Final packaging appearance:  This is often overlooked but being vigilant of the final appearance of your product 
is paramount as it is what the consumer first notices. Unsightly scratches or damaged cartons do not lend 
themselves to a quality product. A breakdown of a carton off-the-line at a set frequency can help ensure these 
issues aren’t occurring and highlight other elements to be aware of. 

• Glue strength:  A simple fibre tear check can be done at a set frequency. You’re looking for a destructive tear 
with at least one layer of the cardboard being pulled away with the glue: 

Tear Down Example  

• Print quality: The high-speed printers used to produce cartons, clusters, labels and can bodies can also vary in 
the quality of their output. Inspecting samples across your batch and raising concerns with your supplier should 
be done. Ensure you collect and supply any traceability details e.g. pallet label to your supplier when making a 
complaint. 

• Engaging your suppliers: This is fundamental to ensuring the best outcome in packaging where the output of 
several different suppliers comes together to form a single product. Your own in-house quality checks will rarely 
match the sophistication of your suppliers, so build relationships with your suppliers and flag any concerns you 
have with them. This can include recurring or unusual glass breakages, issues with can seams and even glue 
usage. TIP: where possible visit your suppliers and see the process for yourself. This will help you work together 
down the track to understand and fix issues whilst also manage your expectations of their capability. 

• Records: Any checks relating to food safety and quality should be captured somehow, either digitally or in your 
batch paperwork. Keeping records enables traceability as well as being a means to review trends and improve 
processes. In the worst case it may help you demonstrate your due diligence as a manufacturer e.g. 
prosecutions for breaches of legislation.  

• Trade Quality: Having a formal process for managing consumer and customer complaints will allow you to trend 
any emerging issues and identify areas for improvement. It’s important to share consumer feedback across your 
team particularly involving the relevant teams in the investigations and corrective actions. A more proactive 
approach is to establish routine inspections of product out in trade. Buying product out in the trade and bringing 
it in for the team to sample is a good way of ensuring everyone understands how their actions can directly 
influence quality at the consumers end.
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